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Abstract

Recent studies suggest that children are ecological active
learners who recognize and exploit the ecology of their learn-
ing environment (Ruggeri, 2022). However, when assessed by
verbal tasks such as the 20-questions game, systematic search
only matures around age 7. The current study examined if even
young children can adapt their information-search strategies
in a developmentally-appropriate task requiring minimal ver-
bal or conceptual abstraction skills. Three to 7-year-olds (N
= 76, M = 5.7 years) played a search game with a structure
analogous to the 20-questions game. We manipulated whether
children received predecisional cues about the past location
of the solution or not, across two search phases, and further
varied whether the cues follow a Uniform or Skewed distri-
bution. Children adapted their information-search strategies
as predicted: They followed a constraint-seeking strategy in
the absence of cues, and only switched to hypothesis-scanning
when exposed to the Skewed cues.

Keywords: information search; active learning; statistical
structure; child-friendly paradigm

Introduction
Children are unrelenting active explorers from very early in
life, which undoubtedly contributes to their impressive learn-
ing abilities (Alvarez & Booth, 2014). They are not just curi-
ous and adventurous explorers, though—their exploration is
selective, meaningful and purposeful. Already by 11 months
of age, infants prefer to explore surprising events (Stahl &
Feigenson, 2015), and a growing body of work has shown
that very young children are more likely to explore when pre-
sented with confounded (L. E. Schulz & Bonawitz, 2007)
or unexpected evidence (Bonawitz, van Schijndel, Friel, &
Schulz, 2012). They seek out uncertainty reduction more ea-
gerly than adults (E. Schulz, Wu, Ruggeri, & Meder, 2019;
Meder, Wu, Schulz, & Ruggeri, 2021) and are sensitive to
(Ruggeri, Swaboda, Sim, & Gopnik, 2019; Ruggeri, Sim, &
Xu, 2017) and motivated by the potential information gain of
different actions (Jirout & Klahr, 2012).

The development of information search competencies has
been formally investigated using the 20-questions game (e.g.,
Mosher & Hornsby, 1966; Herwig, 1982; Nelson, Divjak,
Gudmundsdottir, Martignon, & Meder, 2014; Ruggeri &
Feufel, 2015; Ruggeri, Lombrozo, Griffiths, & Xu, 2016;
Meder, Nelson, Jones, & Ruggeri, 2019; for a review, see
Jones, Swaboda, & Ruggeri, 2020), in which children are
tasked to identify the correct answer among a set of given
hypotheses by asking as few yes–no questions as possible

(e.g., “why is Toma late to school?”). This game can be
solved using either a hypothesis-scanning strategy, examin-
ing the individual hypothesis one by one (e.g., “Is it because
Toma’s bike was broken?”), or a constraint-seeking strategy,
targeting multiple hypotheses at the same time (e.g., “Is it
because Toma couldn’t find something on the way to school
[e.g., books, shoes or jacket]?”). In situations where all hy-
potheses are equally likely to be correct (i.e., a uniform distri-
bution), employing a constraint-seeking strategy is more ef-
ficient, as it guarantees reaching the solution in a minimal
number of steps. However, in situations where one or a few
of the considered hypotheses are more likely to be correct
(i.e., a skewed distribution; e.g., Toma often wakes up late),
employing a hypothesis-scanning strategy that focuses on the
most likely candidate(s) is more efficient and effective (see
Ruggeri et al., 2017, 2019; Meder et al., 2019). In this sense,
different search strategies are not a-priori better than others.
They are like tools in a toolbox: No strategy is suitable for all
problems, just as different tasks call for different tools.

Recent developmental work demonstrates that children are
ecological active learners—despite their limited cognitive
and computational resources, they can recognize the statisti-
cal structure of the environment and adapt their information-
search and learning strategies accordingly (Ruggeri, 2022).
For instance, Ruggeri and Lombrozo (2015) showed that 7-
year-olds were more likely to ask hypothesis-scanning ques-
tions when a few of the given hypotheses were described
as very likely to be correct. However, when all hypotheses
were presented as equally likely, they predominantly asked
constraint-seeking questions. In paradigms in which they do
not have to formulate questions from scratch, even 5-year-
olds demonstrate the ability to adapt their reliance on differ-
ent kinds of questions to the statistical structure of the prob-
lem presented (Ruggeri et al., 2017).

By implementing a nonverbal version of this search
paradigm, Ruggeri et al. (2019) demonstrated that even
younger children are ecological active learners. In their task,
3- to 5-year-olds had to find an object hidden in one of four
small boxes, contained in two larger boxes. Preschoolers
were allowed to open only one large box but could shake one
or both large boxes first if they wanted to. Crucially, before
this test, the children learned either that the target was equally
likely to be found in any of the four small boxes (uniform
condition) or that it was most likely to be found in one partic-
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ular small box on the most left/right side (skewed condition).
Results showed that children as young as 3 successfully tai-
lored their exploratory actions to the different likelihood dis-
tributions: Compared with children in the skewed condition,
who had a strong intuition as to where the target would be
hidden, children in the uniform condition were more likely
to shake a large box first, in order to hear which large box
contained the small box with the target without risking open-
ing the wrong large box. Taken together, these results sug-
gest that children as young as 3 years of age already have the
computational foundations to support adaptive and efficient
information search.

The present study
The current study investigates the emergence and early
developmental trajectory of children’s information-search
strategies using a novel child-friendly and age-appropriate
paradigm. On the one hand, compared to previous question-
asking studies with children older than 5 years (Ruggeri et
al., 2017, 2016; Ruggeri & Lombrozo, 2015), our paradigm
minimized vocabulary and conceptual demands (for similar
efforts, see also Chai, Xu, Swaboda, & Ruggeri, 2023; Rug-
geri et al., 2019; Swaboda, Meder, & Ruggeri, 2022). On the
other hand, compared to the box-search study by Ruggeri et
al. (2019), this task is more complex, as it involves a much
larger hypothesis space (16 potential locations, compared to
the 4 from Ruggeri et al., 2019). Finally, this is the first study,
to our knowledge, providing a within-participant measure of
information-search adaptiveness.

In our game, children were tasked to find a treasure hid-
den in one of 16 identical buckets filled with sand. To help
them locate the treasure, children could use scanners of dif-
ferent sizes, which made a sound if placed on a subset of
buckets containing the target bucket. Crucially, the game was
designed to manipulate across rounds children’s prior beliefs
about the likelihood distribution of the treasure across the 16
buckets. The first round (Baseline search phase) served to as-
sess their baseline information-search performance. In a sec-
ond round (Condition search phase), children were provided
with cues suggesting that the treasure could be found in any
of the buckets (Uniform distribution) or in one specific bucket
(Skewed distribution; see Design).

We hypothesized that children would adapt their infor-
mation search strategies to the likelihood distribution of the
treasure. In particular, we predicted that 1) there will be
a between-participants difference in the Condition search
phase, as children will be more likely to start by selecting
smaller scanners for the Skewed distribution (compared to
the Uniform distribution), targeting the “cued” location of the
treasure, and will therefore need fewer scanners to reach the
solution (since the reward was indeed at this location); and
2) children who were cued with the Uniform distribution in
the Condition search phase will consider a uniform prior and
will, therefore, employ the same strategy as in the Baseline
search phase, which was devoid of any information about the
target location. In this sense, we should observe a within-

subject difference between the strategy used in the Baseline
versus Condition search phase for children assigned to the
Uniform distribution group, but not for children assigned to
the Skewed distribution group.

Methods
Participants
Participants were 76 children (38 female; M = 5.7 years, SD
= 1.17 years; Range: 3.1–7.9 years). They were recruited
by random approach at a local beach resort in Livorno, Italy.
An additional 11 children were excluded from the analyses
due to experimental error (n = 9) or because they could not
complete the task (n = 2). Additionally, data from only one
phase was excluded for 6 other children, due to experimen-
tal error (Baseline search phase - 2; Condition search phase
- 4). The sample size was determined by conducting a-priori
power calculations via simulation (based on estimates from
a previous search experiment with a similar design) for the
planned statistical test concerning the first scanner choice.
The most conservative estimate indicates an overall sample
of 70 children to detect the estimated effect size (Cohen’s
h = 0.6) with 85% power using linear mixed-effect models
with a 0.05 criterion for statistical significance. A slightly
larger sample was collected (∼10%) in order to compensate
for potential exclusions.

Written informed consent was obtained from parents prior
to participation. Children were also asked for verbal consent
and received a small present to thank them for their partic-
ipation. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee
of the Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Berlin,
Germany (protocol: Sandbox).

Design
Children were tasked to find a treasure (i.e., glittery stickers in
a seashell-shaped box) hidden in one of 16 plastic buckets (di-
ameter = 20 cm, height = 25 cm), filled with sand, arranged in
a 4-by-4 grid (see Figure 1a). Children were instructed to use
special “scanners” (pieces of cardboard with handles, cov-
ered with gray duck tape) to detect the treasure. There were
four sizes of scanners corresponding to whether they covered
one bucket (Scanner1), two (Scanner2), four (Scanner4) or
eight (Scanner8) buckets simultaneously (see Figure 1b). 1

Importantly, in order to encourage the use of efficient search
strategies, children were told that they could dig in one bucket
only so they should be really sure about the treasure location
before digging and that each scanner use was costly, i.e, chil-
dren had to “pay” a sticker to use a scanner (see below). X-
shaped cardboard pieces covered with red tape were used as
the memory aid, to help children remember when the scanner
excluded some buckets as potential targets.

The experimental session consisted of a training phase in-
tended to demonstrate how the scanners work, a Baseline

1The number of buckets covered with a scanner could be equal
to or less than the size of the scanner. For example, children could
use Scanner4 to test only two buckets but could not use it to test six
buckets.
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Figure 1: Schematics of the Experimental Materials and De-
sign. (a) Sixteen plastic buckets filled with sand were ar-
ranged in a 4-by-4 grid, one of which contains a treasure.
The red buckets (without flags) are used first in the Baseline
search phase; the blue buckets (with flags) are used next in
the Condition search phase. (b) Children were instructed to
use special scanners (called “radars” in the game) to detect
the treasure. Note that the dashed circles here depicted on the
scanners for illustration purposes were not actually visible.
(c) In the Condition search phase, children were randomly
assigned to one of two groups, in which they were cued about
the potential location of the treasure. Flags followed either a
Uniform distribution over buckets (the flags were evenly scat-
tered over half of these 16 buckets) or a Skewed distribution
(all buckets contain a flag except for one corner bucket).

search phase, and a Condition search phase. In the Base-
line search phase, children did not receive any information
about the location of the treasure. Critically, in the Con-
dition search phase, across two between-subject conditions,
children received evidence about the treasure location corre-
sponding to either a sparse uniform probability over buckets
(Uniform distribution) or a clustered skewed probability that
highlights one specific bucket (Skewed distribution; see Fig-
ure 1c). 2 The session was videotaped for coding purposes.

Procedure
Training phase The experimenter showed the children a
golden coin and hid it in one of four (additional) training
buckets, arranged in a 2-by-2 grid. The experimenter then
introduced the children to two scanners (Scanner1 and Scan-
ner2), saying “Look, here I have two radars which are re-
ally useful for finding treasures hidden in the sand! I will
show you how they work.” The experimenter picked Scan-
ner1/Scanner2 (order counterbalanced) and said, “This radar
is able to check only one bucket/two buckets at a time. It
works like this: You take the radar, put it on the bucket(s) you
want to check, then wait for a few seconds. If the treasure is
in (one of) the bucket(s) covered by the scanner, it makes a
sound, otherwise it does not make any sound.” There was one
demonstration with positive feedback and one with negative
feedback, saying “Do you remember where I put the coin?
Over here, right? If I put the radar here, listen, it makes a
sound! But if I put it here (over the bucket[s] without the
treasure), nothing happens. Do you want to try?”. The exper-
imenter then prompted the children to try a couple of times,
and then asked the children to dig into the bucket where they
were sure the treasure was hidden, saying “Now, when you
are sure you know where the treasure is hidden, you can se-
lect a bucket and dig to get it. But remember, you can only
dig in one bucket, so you have to be really sure! Got it?”

Baseline search phase The experimenter arranged the 16
buckets as shown in Figure 1a and placed the four scanners
on the side in an increasing or decreasing size order (counter-
balanced). The experimenter explained, “We are looking for
a treasure. If you find it, it’s yours! The treasure is hidden in
one of these buckets. But there are so many of them! And we
can only dig in one bucket, just one. So, we really have to be
sure where the treasure is hidden. The good thing is that we
have radars! Using the radars is expensive. Every time you
want to use a radar you have to pay with one of these stickers
[the experimenter had previously given children 10 stickers].
You can bring home all the stickers you do not use! Remem-
ber, you can only dig in one bucket, and if you do not find the
treasure, you lose the game.” Then the experimenter asked,
“Which radar do you want to use [first]? Go ahead and take it,
and give me a sticker to use it. Now place it on the bucket(s)
you want to check.”

2We used the term “uniform” here, as the flags were evenly dis-
tributed over the buckets grid. In that sense, the location of the trea-
sure could be regarded to follow a (quasi-)uniform distribution.
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After the children placed the scanner, the experimenter
gave feedback accordingly (note that the target location was
pseudo-randomly selected). When the feedback was nega-
tive, the experimenter said, “There was no sound, so the trea-
sure is not in this bucket/any of these buckets. To remember
that, I am going to place some red crosses on them [marked
the ruled-out buckets using the X-shaped cardboard pieces].
The treasure must be in one of the other buckets.” When
the feedback was positive, the experimenter said, “There was
a sound, so the treasure is in this bucket/one of these buck-
ets! To remember that, I am gonna place some red crosses
on all the other buckets [marked the ruled-out buckets using
the X-shaped cardboard pieces]. The treasure must be in one
of these buckets.” As long as more than one bucket was left
as the potential target, children were prompted to use another
radar. Only when one bucket was left as a viable target (i.e.,
if children received positive feedback after using Scanner1,
or if all other buckets had been eliminated as potential targets
via negative feedback in previous rounds), the experimenter
asked the children to dig out the treasure and then place a
small flag on the bucket, “It must be in this bucket! Ready to
dig for it? Yeah! Here is the treasure! Let’s fill it up again
and place a flag to indicate that you found the treasure in this
bucket.”

Condition search phase Children were then invited to play
another round, “The next treasure is even better, and if you
find it you can take it home!” The procedure of the Condi-
tion search phase was identical to the Baseline search phase,
with one crucial difference. Before the search began, the ex-
perimenter drew the children’s attention to the flags placed
in some of the buckets. Children were randomly assigned
to one of two experimental groups: In the Uniform distribu-
tion group, there were 8 flags evenly distributed across the 16
buckets as shown in Figure 1c (or the complementary config-
uration; counterbalanced across participants); In the Skewed
distribution group, there were 15 flags placed in each bucket
except one bucket in the corner (counterbalanced across par-
ticipants). Then the experimenter told the children “Do you
see these flags? It means that one child yesterday found the
treasure here, another child found it here, [...], and yet an-
other child found it here. [pointing to the flagged locations]”
Rewards were always hidden in unflagged corner buckets, in
both Condition distribution groups, in order to be consistent
with the cover story presented to children, and to control for
differences across conditions.

Results
To capture children’s overall performance, we examined chil-
dren’s first scanner choices and measured the effectiveness
of their search by counting how many scanners children re-
quired to reach the solution. We also quantified children’s
search strategies through the average Expected Information
Gain (EIG, bits) of their search choices (e.g., Nelson et al.,
2014; Ruggeri et al., 2016; Meder et al., 2019) considering a
uniform probability over all possible treasure locations. The

EIG measures how much uncertainty, quantified via entropy,
each search choice is expected to reduce a priori (Shannon,
1948; Oaksford & Chater, 1994), i.e., to what extent a query
narrows down the hypothesis space to converge on the solu-
tion. The higher the EIG value of a search choice, the more
efficient it is. Specifically, in the Baseline search phase and
the Uniform distribution group of the Condition search phase,
the most efficient choice is the largest scanner which splits
the hypothesis space in half (EIG = 1 bit). In the Skewed
distribution group, since EIG is calculated with respect to a
uniform prior, equivalent EIG values would indicate that chil-
dren did not adapt their search strategies to the change in the
distribution, and lower values would suggest that children’s
strategies are ill-suited to a Uniform distribution.

Children’s First Choice

The majority of children in the Baseline search phase (59.5%)
selected the largest scanner to start the search. This propor-
tion dropped to 33.3% in the Condition search phase, as the
most frequently chosen scanner was Scanner1 for the Skewed
distribution (50%) and Scanner8 for the Uniform distribution
(35.3%; see Figure 2).

We fitted a mixed logistic regression using age (in years,
not rounded), search phase (Baseline vs. Condition) and dis-
tribution (Uniform vs. Skewed) to predict the likelihood that
children chose Scanner1 first. The model accounted for a sig-
nificant amount of variance in the likelihood of first choosing
Scanner1 (likelihood ratio [LR] χ2(3) = 10.62, p = .014, R2

= .35). Crucially, controlling for age, which did not predict
Scanner1 choice significantly, (p = .11), we found a signifi-
cant main effect of search phase, LR χ2(1) = 6.45, p =.011,
showing that the odds of choosing Scanner1 first were 2.91
times larger in the Condition search phase (38.9%) than in the
Baseline search phase (21.6%; 95% CI of OR [1.21, 7.02],
p = .017). This corresponds to the predicted switch from
a constraint-seeking strategy to a hypothesis-scanning strat-
egy. Further, consistent with our predictions, in the Condition
search phase, when under the Skewed distribution, 57.9%
children started the search by testing the unflagged bucket,
out of which 45.5% tested it with the smallest, one-bucket
scanner.

Effectiveness of information search

Overall, children in the Baseline search phase used on aver-
age 5.0 scanners (n = 74, SD = 1.77). This was significantly
more than what is predicted by optimal binary search (i.e., 4
scanners), t(73) = 5.00, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.58. In the
Condition search phase, children used 5.5 scanners for the
Uniform distribution (n = 34, SD = 2.71), which is signifi-
cantly more than required (t(33) = 3.29, p = .002, Cohen’s d
= 0.56), and 3.4 scanners for the Skewed distribution (n = 38,
SD = 2.42).

We fitted a Poisson regression to predict the number of
scanners (treated as count data) using search phase (Base-
line vs. Condition), distribution (Uniform vs. Skewed), their
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Figure 2: Participants’ First Scanner Choices as a Function
of Search Phase and Distribution.

interaction, and age (in years, not rounded). 3 The model
accounted for a significant amount of variance in the num-
ber of scanners (LR χ2(4) = 27.72, p < .001, Nagelkerke R2

= .25). With an increase of one year of age, the predicted
number of scanners children required to solve our task signif-
icantly decreased by 8% (95% CI of rate ratio [0.87, 0.99],
p = .019, see Figure 3a). Crucially, controlling for age, we
found a significant interaction of search phase and distribu-
tion, LR χ2(1) = 9.44, p = .002, indicating that the within-
participant search phase difference was much larger for chil-
dren in the Skewed distribution. In particular, the decrease
in the amounts of scanners that children needed to solve the
Skewed distribution task relative to the Baseline condition
task was 38% steeper than that for children assigned to the
Uniform distribution (95% CI of rate ratio [0.46, 0.84], p =
.002; see Figure 3a). Indeed, children needed roughly the
same number of scanners for the Uniform distribution of the
Condition phase and in the Baseline phase (9% difference;
95% CI of rate ratio [0.89, 1.34], p = .401). However, signif-
icantly fewer scanners were used in the Condition phase rela-
tive to the Baseline phase for children assigned to the Skewed
distribution (32% fewer; 95% CI of rate ratio [0.54, 0.85], p
= .001).

A direct comparison of children’s scanner usage in the
Condition search phase revealed that children solved the task
using significantly fewer scanners for the Skewed distribution
compared to the Uniform distribution (36% fewer; 95% CI of
the rate ratio [0.51, 0.80], p <.001).

Information search strategies
Children’s average EIG in the Baseline search phase was 0.82
(n = 74, SD = 0.15). In the Condition search phase, children
achieved an average EIG of 0.76 in the Uniform distribution

3We first fitted a mixed effects Poisson model with random in-
tercepts for each child, but found no significant random intercept
variance.

Figure 3: Children’s Performance as a Function of Age,
Search Phase and Distribution. (a) The number of scan-
ners was fitted by a Poisson model, and (b) the average ex-
pected information gain was fitted by a linear mixed model.
The shaded areas represent 95% confidence bands. The
dashed horizontal lines represent the performance of an op-
timal agent performing a binary search (assuming a uniform
prior).

(n = 34, SD = 0.15), and 0.62 in the Skewed distribution (n =
38, SD = 0.26).

We fitted a linear mixed model using search phase (Base-
line vs. Condition), distribution (Uniform vs. Skewed), their
interaction and age (in years, not rounded) to predict each
child’s average EIG, with random intercepts for each child.
The model accounted for a significant amount of variance in
the average EIG of children’s search (LR χ2(4) = 31.53, p <
.001, R2 = .36). Performance did not improve with age, p
= .51. Crucially, controlling for age, we found a significant
interaction of search phase and distribution, χ2(1) = 8.07, p
= .005. The within-participant search phase difference in av-
erage EIG was larger with 0.15 bits for children assigned to
the Skewed distribution compared to the Uniform distribution
(95% CI [-0.26, -0.05], p = .004; see Figure 3b). This was
due to the fact that children achieved roughly the same av-
erage EIG for the Condition phase with Uniform distribution
and in the Baseline phase (0.05 difference; 95% CI [-0.13,
0.03], p = .187). At the same time, there was a significant
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within-participant effect for children in the Skewed condition
(0.21 difference; 95% CI [-0.30, -0.11], p <.001).

A direct comparison of children’s average EIG between
the two distribution groups in the Condition search phase re-
vealed that children solved the task with significantly lower
average EIG for the Skewed distribution compared to the
Uniform distribution (0.14 lower; 95% CI [-0.24, -0.03],
p <.001). 4

Discussion
The present study explored the effectiveness and efficiency of
3- to 7-year-olds’ information-search strategies using a child-
friendly and age-appropriate search game, which parallels the
task structure of the traditional 20-question game, with min-
imized verbal and conceptual demands. We examined the
adaptiveness of children’s information-search strategies, that
is, whether and how they tailor their strategies to the statisti-
cal structure of the given task.

Overall, we found that children were suboptimal at solv-
ing the search task, in terms of both the effectiveness and the
efficiency of their search strategies. These results are consis-
tent with the pessimistic conclusion of previous work, namely
that children do not begin to systematically generate effec-
tive questions until age 7 (e.g., Mosher & Hornsby, 1966;
Herwig, 1982; Legare, Mills, Souza, Plummer, & Yasskin,
2013; Ruggeri, Walker, Lombrozo, & Gopnik, 2021) and do
not demonstrate mature inquiry patterns until around age 10
(e.g., Ruggeri & Feufel, 2015; Ruggeri et al., 2016; Kacher-
gis, Rhodes, & Gureckis, 2017). However, it is crucial to keep
in mind that prior work indicates that even adults in similar
information-search tasks often fall short of optimality (e.g.,
Ruggeri et al., 2016; Meder et al., 2019).

Most importantly, in line with our predictions, children’s
strategies changed significantly as a function of the charac-
teristics of the task they were presented with. Specifically, in
the Condition search phase of the task, children adapted their
search strategies to the given cues about the likelihood dis-
tribution of the target: Compared to children assigned to the
Uniform distribution, children assigned to the Skewed distri-
bution often used smaller sized scanners to target the highly
probable bucket, allowing them to solve the task overall more
effectively, i.e. with notably less scanner usage. This is
analogous to the switch from adopting a constraint-seeking
strategy in uniform distribution environments to a hypothesis-
scanning strategy in skewed distribution environments ob-
served in 20-questions games (Ruggeri et al., 2017; Ruggeri
& Lombrozo, 2015).

We found strong converging evidence for this adap-
tive strategy switch from the within-participant comparison.
Search behavior during the Baseline search phase, where no

4Please note that because EIG was calculated with respect to a
uniform prior, the results do not imply that children in the Skewed
group were less efficient than children in the Uniform distribution.
Instead, results are indicative of the fact that the children’s strategy
in the Skewed distribution was not well suited to find a uniformly
distributed target.

information was provided about the target location, differed
from that in the Condition phase for the Skewed, but not the
Uniform distribution. Together, these findings robustly sup-
port the hypothesis that children are ecological active learn-
ers, who can recognize the statistical features of the prob-
lem space and tailor their learning strategies accordingly (see
Ruggeri & Lombrozo, 2015; Ruggeri et al., 2017, 2019; Rug-
geri, 2022). Moreover, our pattern of results highlights the
need to focus on adaptability when examining performance
in developmental research, alongside absolute performance
benchmarks, to capture the early emergence of children’s
competencies.

One limitation of this study is that, while we manipulated
children’s prior beliefs by priming the likelihood distribu-
tion of the potential solution, we did not directly measure
their actual beliefs about the hypothesis space before search-
ing. First, we assumed that flagging buckets in which other
child searchers found treasures would prompt participants to
think that flagged buckets are now empty, making unflagged
bucket(s) more likely to contain the treasure. However, one
can imagine that this cover story could also lead to the oppo-
site intuition, namely that previous searchers tested currently
unflagged buckets and found no treasure because these buck-
ets generally do not contain the treasure. If children would
have used this second interpretation of the cover story, they
should have adapted their behavior by avoiding the unflagged
bucket, and using a binary search strategy on the remaining
buckets. We found children assigned to the Skewed distri-
bution were somewhat more likely to first test the unflagged
bucket than any other bucket, which leads us to exclude this
alternative interpretation. Moreover, it is still true that our
cover story relies on the ability to reason about others’ search
behaviors, and to make inferences from the absence of infor-
mation, which may be more difficult for younger children.
However, regardless of the nuances in the interpretation of
the cover story, we hoped that the visual display would draw
children’s attention to either one location or multiple, evenly-
spread locations, leading to considering differing sets of can-
didate hypotheses. Future work should test children’s initial
beliefs about the problem space directly, and try to monitor
how beliefs are updated after each search step. For exam-
ple, experimenters could ask children to mark all the candi-
date targets before every search decision, or stronger, implicit
priors can be established by providing children with exten-
sive training over multiple rounds. In lieu of a direct behav-
ioral test of children’s assumptions, simulations of random
and rational agents operating under different priors (of dif-
ferent strengths) could be contrasted with the performance of
human participants.

In conclusion, we found that a developmentally appropriate
(and fun) search task can reveal strong hallmarks of adaptive
search strategies in 3- to 7- year-olds. Our results support the
ecological active learning framework and suggest a promising
avenue for using non-verbal search tasks to draw a clearer and
more fair picture of children’s early learning.
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